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PER CURIAM:1

Harold and Jo Ann Bramer (“Bramer”), sued Amica Mutual
Insurance Company (“Amica”), seeking a declaration that Amica was
obligated under insurance policies it issued to them to defend and
indemnify them in a suit brought against them by the Watkins, and
to pay for foundation damage.  Bramer also sought damages from
Amica for breach of the insurance contracts, breach of the duty of
good faith and fair dealing , and a declaration that alleged
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foundation damage was covered under one of the policies.  The
district court granted Amica’s motion for summary judgment,  denied
those filed by Bramer, and dismissed Bramer’s claim.  We affirm.

Watkins purchased a home from Bramer and later sued alleging
that Bramer made misrepresentations concerning the condition of the
home.  Watkins alleged negligence, breach of warranty and contract,
gross negligence, fraud and violation of the Deceptive Trade
Practices Act. Bramer called upon Amica to defend and, if
necessary, to pay under its Homeowner’s Policy and its Dwelling
Policy issued to Bramer.  Amica declined and this suit followed.

In this court, Bramer alleges that the district court erred in
holding that no “occurrence” was alleged as required by the
homeowner’s policy, no coverage existed for bodily injury because
physical pain was alleged, and holding that no property damage was
alleged.  Our thorough review of the record, the briefs of the
parties and the Memorandum Order and Opinion of the trial judge
convinces us that the trial judge was correct in each instance and
we therefore affirm for the reasons given by him.

AFFIRMED.


